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Carnegie Mellon University houses a little under 4,000 
undergraduates, approximately 2311 live in residence halls, 
1046 live in apartments, 282 live in fraternities and 75 live 
in sororities.  The Eco-Reps program was created at Carnegie 
Mellon to make students living in the University’s housing 
system more aware of their lifestyle choices and how they 
effect the environment.  While it is hard to convince your 
peers that one person’s actions really does make a difference, 
it is easier to convince them that a whole building worth 
of people’s actions make a difference.  This is the approach 
the Eco-Reps program is taking.  As an Eco-Rep you will be 
promoting sustainable practices to your peers.

We will have sixteen training sessions at which you will be 
briefed on that month’s current environmental issue and then 
brainstorm ideas for programs that you can implement in your 
“house”.  You are the only Eco-Rep for your house, so put 
your individual spin on your programs.  We meet as a group 
to give each other support and guidance and to remind each 
of you that there are other environmental stewards working 
on the same mission as you: to lessen the University’s 
ecological footprint.  However, we want you to take the 
ideas that are generated in our training sessions and run with 
them, be creative-you have the freedom to design your own 
programs and posters-take advantage!

Tufts University and the University of Vermont are the two 
main sources of inspiration for piloting Carnegie Mellon’s 
Eco-Reps program.  However, Carnegie Mellon’s program 
chooses to focus on Pittsburgh specific environmental issues 
instead of world-wide environmental issues.
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3.
Since the residents of your hall are your primary audience, 
it is important to get to know them early on.  Walk around 
your house and casually introduce yourself to your fellow 
residents.  (You can pair up with another Eco-Rep if it would 
make you feel more comfortable.)  Ask them if they have a 
recycle bin and if they don’t, tell them you will help them 
secure one.  Also, ask them what environmental issues are 
important to them and brief them on the 8 topics we will be 
covering on a monthly basis.  Then ask them 1) if they leave 
their monitors on all night 2) if they know where to recycle 
on their floor and 3) if they think climate change is a real 
issue.  Make a spreadsheet to help you keep track of the 
number of people that you talked to and what their responses 
were.  This will help us track our progress.  Finally, tell them 
to interact with the Eco-Rep bulletin board.

E-mail your Housefellow (http://www.studentaffairs.cmu.edu/
student-life/coord/) to introduce yourself and ask if you can 
meet over lunch to talk about how he or she can support your 
endeavors and see if they have any environmental initiatives 
of their own that you could help them carry out.  Next, attend 
a student life staff meeting, introduce yourself, share house 
results and ask if anyone has suggestions.  The goal is to have 
everyone in your house recognize you as the person to come 
to when they have questions about how to live in a more 
environmentally-friendly way.

Each house has a Housekeeping Staff from Central Property 
Services (CPS) and a Facilities Coordinator (http://www.
housing.cmu.edu/Facilities/staff.html) from Housing Services.  
They are your allies because they too have interaction with 
your peers in your house.  Introduce yourself to them too and 
let them know that their work is appreciated.
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How to Get Our 
Message Across

We are here to help change people’s behaviors to follow a 
more sustainable lifestyle through education and example.  
By far the best way to influence someone’s decision is 
through conversation.  However, a bulletin board is provided 
for you to use your creativity and humor to educate your 
peers.  Even though posters are not the most effective way 
to make someone change their opinion on an issue, they 
can be a great way to remind your peers of an event that 
you planned.  As Eco-Reps, we want to keep our waste to a 
minimum so try to reuse the backs of paper when making 
posters.

As an Eco-Rep and a respectful member of the Carnegie 
Mellon community, you will have to find the delicate balance 
to persistently remind your peers to think and act in a more 
environmentally conscious way without being the annoying 
self-righteous environmentalist.  No one wants to be made to 
feel guilty for leaving their lights on when they leave for class 
or for eating meat.  Be mindful that other students may have 
different interests, different values and different things that 
are important to them.  Perhaps they have just never thought 
about these issues before and you are bringing them up for 
the first time.  It is better to appeal to people’s sensibilities 
and try to make links between the environment and 
ecological behavior to issues that they are already concerned 
about.

Repetition is necessary!  
We are all terrible creatures of 
habit.  Even if we do sincerely 
want to change our behavior, it is 
difficult to do because we have 
to consciously think about it.

4.
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How to Get Our 
Message Across

(continued)

Festinger’s Theory of Cognitive Dissonance applies to 
environmental issues.  It postulates that individuals, when 
presented with evidence contrary to their worldview or 
situations in which they must behave contrary to their 
worldview, experience “cognitive dissonance.”  Here, 
dissonance is defined as an “unpleasant state of tension.”

For example, if a person’s worldview believes that consuming 
a lot is “good for the economy” or “patriotic”, how do they 
reconcile that with a “consume- less” message?  Or, if a 
person truly believes that driving a big SUV car is “safer” on 
highways, how do they reconcile that with a “drive a smaller, 
fuel-efficient car” message?  You will need to constantly be 
thinking about how to customize your message and best 
identify with your target audience.

(Adapted from UVM Eco-Rep Manual p7)

Schedule of Topics:

September-
Waste Management

October-
Energy

November-
Water

December-
Consumption

January-
Climate Change

February-
Food

March-
Green Building

April-
Transportation

5.
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As an Eco-Rep you are expected to provide information and 
activities that will encourage your peers to live in a more 
sustainable way.  It is important that you familiarize yourself 
with the building you represent and the students that live 
there.

Conduct a tour of your house to find out the following 
information.  This information will help with your programs 
in the future, so try to be accurate as possible and if you are 
unsure how to do some of the calculations-just ask.

House
Number of Residents
Number of Rooms 
  
Waste Management
Where are the trash bins located?

Are there beverage container recycling bins next to each bin? 

If not, where are they missing?

Is there paper recycling on each floor?

Are there recycling guidelines visible near recycling and trash bins?

Are there labels on the recycling bins? If not, which ones need them?

How often does garbage and recycling get taken out?

Do the trash bins have black bags and the recycling bins have clear bags?

Where is the closes t cardboard recycling dumpster outside your house?

Is there lawn composting?
Is there food composting?

 

6.

House Inventory-
Fall Semester
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House Inventory-
Fall Semester

(continued)

Waste Management
Where are the trash bins located?

Are there beverage container recycling bins next to each bin? 

If not, where are they missing?

Is there paper recycling on each floor?

Are there recycling guidelines visible near recycling and trash bins?

Are there labels on the recycling bins? If not, which ones need them?

How often does garbage and recycling get taken out?

Do the trash bins have black bags and the recycling bins have clear bags?

Where is the closes t cardboard recycling dumpster outside your house?

Is there lawn composting?
Is there food composting?

 

Energy
How many individual light bulbs are in your common spaces, including hallways?

Are they compact florescent?

Are there occupancy sensors in the hallways and  bathrooms and lounges?

What is the make and model number of the dryer?  Are they front loading?

How much energy does it take to run a full load?

How many minutes are in a full load?

Are there VenderMisers above the vending machines?

Water
What is the make and model number of the washings machines? 

Are the washing machines front loading?

How many gallons of water per load do they use?

How many minutes are in a full load?

How many gallon of water does it take to water to the outside vegetation?

Are there any leaking faucets or shower heads?

Are there aerators on all the faucets and shower heads?

Are pesticides sprayed on the grounds?

Consumption
Is the toilet paper unbleached and made of recycled content?

Are the paper towels unbleached and made of recycled content?

Are the cleaning products free of chlorine, ammonia or VOCs?

Is the furniture made of sustainable material? 
If so, what kind?

Innovate! 
What other issues or 
opportunities can you identify 
that are specific to your house?

7.
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Waste 
Management:

Reduce

One ton of paper from recycled pulp saves 17 trees, 3 cubic 
yards of landfill space, 7,999 gallons of water, 4.200 kilowatt 
hours (enough to heat your home for half a year), 390 gallons 
of oil, and prevents 60 pounds of air pollutants. 
(greenpractices.org)

According to the trash sort in the 2004-2005 school year, 
CMU’s trash was made up of 40% recyclables!

According to the Recycle Mania multi-university competition 
in 2005, CMU came in 20th out of 34 in the per capita 
classic competition recycling 29.03lbs/student and 26th out 
of 29 in the rate of recycling category with 15.52%

In 2004, CMU came in 6th out of 17 recycling 33.54lbs/
student (they did not have a rate of recycling category this 
year)

What Can I Reduce?
Buying laundry detergent, soap or food in bulk also  
  reduces packaging.
Keep a reusable mug, plate, or silverware at your desk or in  
 your office.
Use such items when you purchase drinks or food on   
 campus.
Use a water filter and reusable bottles instead of buying  
 bottled water.
Do not take a bag at Entropy or the supermarket unless you  
 need one.
Pack food that you bring from home in reusable containers.

8.

Why Reduce, Reuse 
& Recycle?

It makes money
Saves non-renewable resources
Uses less energy
Reduces landfill
Reduces incinerator usage
Reduces greenhouse gases that  
 cause global climate
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Reuse
What Can I Reuse?

Plastic Bags
Bring them back to any supermarket and reuse when you 
checkout and earn 5¢ off your purchase per bag. Remind the 
cashier when you check out.

Paper
Bring scrap paper from the cluster recycling bins to University 
Printing; they will cut & bind custom size notebooks for $3.

Containers
Bring tupperware to the trucks on Frew St, they are the only 
food vendors that will serve you in your own container.  Use 
old yogurt containers for leftovers.

Clothes
Bring clothes that do not fit or are out of style to Goodwill so 
someone else can wear them second hand.  The donation, no 
matter how small it is, counts as a tax deductible.

Coffee Mugs/Water Bottles
Bring your mug or thermos with you when you are buying 
coffee or tea.  (Sometimes you even get a discount because 
you are not buying their disposable cup. Entropy will give 
you 25¢ if you bring your own mug.)  Carry your water bottle 
around so that you can refill it at water fountains instead of 
purchasing a disposable bottle.

9.
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Recycling
What Can I Recycle?

CARDBOARD
Corrugated and un-waxed
Break down boxes and place it next to your paper recyclables 
or bring it to the recycling dumpsters located outside
list residence hall here with map

PAPER
White/colored paper (staples are okay)
White/colored envelops with windows
Booklets/manuals
Fax/copy paper
Greeting cards
Post-It notes
Soft-covered books with white pages
Time cards
Manila folders
University telephone directories
We send to: Pittsburgh Recycling Services
We make: $25/ton
   
PLASTIC, ALUMINUM, GLASS
Aluminum cans
Steels cans
Unbroken glass of all colors
#1 and #2 Plastics

We send to: Pittsburgh Recycling Services
We make: $7.00/ton for our commingled bottles, cans & glass
Most of the glass is actually sent out as trash, which costs $15-20/ton to 
ship out.

10.

Keep Separate
Newspapers and magazines
Public telephone directories 
may be stacked next to your 
paper recycling bin

Cannot Be Recycled
Paper with food waste on it
Pizza boxes
Lunch bags
Coffee cups
Candy wrappers
Tissues
Paper towels
Brown/golden envelops

Cannot Be Recycled
Styrofoam of any kind
Plastics without recycling symbols 
or #3, #4, #5, #6 and #7’s

Last Update: September 1, 2005



Polyethylene Terephthalate, PET (#1 plastic) is the clear 
plastic that is used to make soda bottles.  Recycled PET 
is used as a cotton substitute, for fiber fill, clothing and 
carpeting.  The market is paying $135/ton and has been as 
high as $650/ton during a recent cotton crop failure.

High-Density Polyethylene or HDPE (#2 plastic) is a 
byproduct of oil and the markets are driven by oil prices.  
Processing plants are domestic, usually found in southern 
states. The product is separated into two categories, clear like 
milk jugs and colored like laundry detergent bottles.  The 
material is melted down into pellets and remade into several 
products, including plastic lumber, playground equipment, 
bathroom stall doors and parking bumpers.  The market is 
paying $150/ton for colored HDPE and $230/ton for clear 
HDPE.

Producing a soda can from aluminum uses 95% less energy 
than manufacturing a can from ore and produces 95% less air 
pollution and 97% less water pollution.
Aluminum is mostly sent to Anheuser-Busch in Tennessee.  
The market is paying $900/ton.

Steel bi-metal cans are sent to Tube City in Pittsburgh or AMG 
on Neville Island.  Other metals are sent to New York and 
China depending on the market price.  Tube City processes 
the metal as scrap and AMG uses a de-tinning process to 
make tin ingot’s, if the markets for tin are high enough.  The 
market is paying $700-$900/ton.

11.

Downcycling:
Down-cycling is the recycling 
of a material in to a material 
of lesser quality. Plastic bottles 
are down-cycled however 
metals can be recycled dozens 
of times without down-cycling 
effects.

Recycling
(continued)
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Recycling
(continued)

COMPACT DISK’S (CD’s)
Recycle compact disks or jewel cases by bringing them to the 
UC Recycling Center or mailing them in envelops or boxes 
less than 50 pounds to Recycling Facilities Management 
Services.

We send to Plastics Recycling,_2015 South Pennsylvania 
Avenue,_Indianapolis Indiana 46225.  We pay for shipping 
but not recycling costs, so we do not get any payback.

INK-JET, TONER & LASER CARTRIDGES
Recycle your empty cartridges at specified recycling stations 
in the UC Recycling Center, Hunt Library, CEE-Porter Hall 
107, EPP-Baker Hall, Mellon-3rd Floor Store Room, Cyert-
Computer Store Hallway, Tepper School-rear entrance and the 
Pittsburgh Technology Center or send them in campus mail to 
FMS Recycling.

We send to: Greentech Recycling Service.
We made: $500 in 2004.

COMPUTERS
Desktop monitors contain about 20% lead by weight so they 
need to be disposed of properly.

On the first of every month between noon-3 pm, 
Environmental Health and Safety will pick up your old 
computer parts.  To schedule a pick up e-mail Mark Banister 
(markb2@).

12.

A “child in the United States 
produces twice his or her own 
weight in waste everyday.”

 Biomimicry, pg. 264
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Recycling
(continued)

LIGHT BULBS
Florescent light bulbs have a small amount of mercury in 
them.  Drop them off to Environmental Health and Safety.

ALKALINE BATTERIES
Alkaline batteries, (the kind most commonly used in 
flashlights and radios), will be accepted in any size, AAA, AA, 
D, C and 9 Volt square batteries.

Send them through campus mail in envelops or boxes to 
Recycling: Facilities Management Services or drop them off 
at the Facilities Management Building, 2nd floor Facilities 
Service Response Center and 3rd floor Environmental Health 
and Safety Department, Mellon Institute Store Room (located 
on the 3rd floor) and the University Center Information Desk.

We sent them to Battery Solutions, Inc (batteryrecycling.com).

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
(Nickel Cadmium, Nickel Metal Hydride, Lithium Ion, Lead 
Acid)_Drop Off at University Center Information Desk or 
Environmental Health and Safety Office, 3rd floor of the FMS 
Building and Radiation/Safety Office at 313 Mellon Institute.

We are sent a Pre-paid box from Rechargable Battery 
Recycling Center and so there is no payback, yet it does not 
cost us anything either.

In addition to the Recycling Center in the University Center, 
look for more recycling rooms to be created in the Tepper 
School of Business Hunt Library and the College of Fine Arts.

13.
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Recycling
(continued)

CELL PHONES
Drop off your old cell phone to the University Center 
Information Desk.  We send them to the Rechargeable Battery 
Recycling Center.  (rbrc.org/index.html)

A vast majority discarded cell phones can be refurbished and 
sold to third world countries as low-cost alternatives to high-
priced new cell phones. (pledgeaphone.com)

BICYCLES
You can donate your bike to Free Ride!, a non profit recycle-
a-bike shop that enables people of all ages to obtain, recycle, 
and maintain bicycles. (freeridepgh.org)

During the summer of 2004, Carnegie Mellon Police rounded 
up 62 abandoned bikes from campus and donated them to a 
bike shop in West Mifflin, where they fix them up and then 
give them to underprivileged kids.

MATRESSES & FURNITURE
Housing does not donate their older mattresses to local 
charities for  health reasons, however they do refurbish 
their old furniture and  only throw away pieces that are not 
salvageable.

SCRAP METAL
Warhola Recycling (owned and run by Andy Warhol’s 
nephew, George Warhola) picks up our scrap metal for free 
and so even though there is a market for scrap metal, we do 
not get a payback.

14.
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Recycling
(continued)

HAZARDOUS WASTE
For questions about how to discard of hazardous materials 
such as oil based paints and photo chemicals on campus 
contact Mark Banister (markb2@) at Environmental Health & 
Safety.

SOLID WASTE
BigBelly II, a solar-powered trash compactor is located in the 
Merson Courtyard behind the University Center.  It compacts 
trash to 1/8 of its original size.  It stores enough power to 
operate 3-4 weeks with no sun at all. (seahorsepower.com)

Composting
Another form of recycling is composting.  Composting is the 
aerobic biological decomposition of organic matter, such 
as food and yard wastes, into humus, a soil-like material.  
Composting is nature’s way of recycling organic wastes 
into new soil used in vegetable and flower gardens and 
landscaping.  (epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/muncpl/reduce.htm)

Get a dark colored container and fill it with browns, made 
of carbon (leaves, twigs, sawdust and newspaper) and greens 
made of nitrogen (food wastes, grass clippings).  When 
compost starts to smell like alcohol, put in more browns.  For 
more info read Home Composting Made Easy by C. Forrest 
McDowell and Tricia Clark-McDowell.

15.

Why Compost?
Saves money & resources
Improves Soil
Makes valuable mulch
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Action Items:

16.

True Or False?
Blue plastic supermarket bags  
 are recyclable.
Alkaline batteries have mercury  
 in them.
Carnegie Mellon clear plastic  
 cups are recyclable.

Paper Making Demostration
Research what materials you will need to re-make paper 
and a then  hold a  paper making session in your house.  
Hang some of the final  products on display with a poster 
explaining the event so those that  missed it can still make 
paper.  Your peers might even want you to  organize another 
session!

Visit a Recycling Plant
Pittsburgh Recycling Services, the recycling plant that 
Carnegie  Mellon sends its glass, plastics, aluminum, white 
office paper and  newspaper to, is open Mon-Fri from 9-
5pm. E-mail Andrew McNeilis  (amcnelis@recyclingit.com) 
to set up an appointment.

Composting
Order an Earth Machine composting bin from Conservation 
Consultants  Inc.  Call or e-mail Corinne Ogrodnik at 
412-431-4449 ext.325  (corinneo@ccicenter.org).  Then 
ask a few of your housemates to help  you install it near 
your house and make posters explaining what can  and 
cannot be composted.  If you cannot compost next to your 
house,  then prepare a 10 minute session on composting 
and present it to the  children at the Cyert Center or the 
Children’s School on campus.

Garbage Track
Record how many times you empty your garbage can 
in a month or how  many days it takes you to fill your 
garbage can and make a big chart  on your floor to instill 
competition between floormates.  You can  also partner with 
an Eco-Rep in another House and compete across campus!

Last Update: September 1, 2005



Action Items:
(continued)

Computer Recycling
Schedule a Computer recycling pick-up date for your 
residence hall  and explain in posters or an e-mail why it is 
important to not just  throw away computers and monitors.

Book Recycling
Set up a library in house where your peers can donate their 
old  textbooks and or any other books that are in decent 
condition.  Also,  call the Carnegie Library and see what kind 
of donations they accept  and then advertise to your peers to 
collect those and bring them down  to Oakland Main.

Clothing Exchange
Get donations from your peers and then a few days later 
have the  actual clothing exchange where you set out all 
the clothes that were  donated and allow your peers to walk 
away with no more than the  number of items they donated 
originally.   This could even be  expanded to all the houses 
on campus that have Eco-Reps.  Donate the  extra clothes to 
Goodwill.

Advertise the Facts
Write up a short quiz about recycling facts such as what kind 
of  plastics can you recycle, where can you compost food on 
campus, how  much of a discount do you get at the grocery 
store if you use your  own bag and pass it out at the next floor 
meeting.  Answer any other  questions your peers may have 
about recycling!

17.

By Diane Loviglio
Fall 2005
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Energy
Carnegie Mellon’s Electricity Info
As of the fiscal year 2005, Carnegie Mellon uses 6% wind 
power, 21% natural gas, 48% coal and 25% nuclear 
for electricity.

Most of the larger residences like West Wing/Resnick and 
Morewood Gardens are connected to the central steam 
system.  The central steam/heating plant is the Bellefield 
Boiler located in the hollow between Carnegie Mellon and 
the Carnegie Museums & Library. It’s the building with the 
two large smokestacks.  Carnegie Mellon, University of 
Pittsburgh, UPMC and Phipps all get our steam from 
this plant.

Energy consumed by electric appliances is measured in 
kWh’s (kilowatt hours), while energy consumed by gas 
appliances is measured in Btu’s (British thermal units).

Power x Time = Energy

18.

Why conserve energy?
•Fossil fuels pollute the air 
  and cause global warming
•Mining coal destroys             
  landscapes by flattening 
  mountaintops and filling in   
  valleys and streams
•To reduce the University’s     
  operating budget

Every Dollar Spent on 
Energy…
           ...is One Less Dollar  
 Spent on Education! 
  (Brad Hochberg)
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Ways to 
conserve 

energy!

Recycle
Recycling one aluminum can saves enough energy to run a 
television for 3 hours or light a 100-watt bulb for 20 hours.  
(UVM Eco-Rep Handbook)

Turn Off Lights
Lighting accounts for 25 % of our electricity use.
Turn off lights when you leave the room for more than 10 
minutes!

Use Compact Fluorescent Lights (CFL)
One CFL bulb lasts ten times longer and saves about $30 in 
energy costs, prevents 1,000-2,000 lbs of carbon dioxide 
from heating the atmosphere, prevents 8-16 lbs of sulfur 
dioxide, which causes acid rain in its lifetime (Tufts Climate 
Initiative ECO-Rep Training Manual p 48).

Keep Windows Closed & Hidden
Keep your windows closed when the heat is on. If you have 
little or no control over the amount of heat in your room 
and you must open your windows also please contact your 
Housing Facilities Coordinator so they have a chance to 
address the situation.  Having the heat on and windows 
open at the same time is just energy dollars blowing out the 
window.

Close blinds after the sun goes down to keep more heat in 
your room during the winter and also keep your blinds down 
in the summer to keep the heat from coming into through the 
windows in the summer.

19.
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Ways to 
conserve 

energy!
  (continued)

Keep Your Thermometer at 68o plus or minus 3o

The average person is comfortable at 68o that is if they have 
not been over or under active and they are not sick.  If you 
are not comfortable, try adjusting your wardrobe before your 
thermometer, it will have a more immediate effect.

Turning Computers and Monitors Off
Setting a screen saver is not enough; in fact they don’t save 
energy at all.  Turn off your computer if you are not using it 
for an hour or more.  The average computer uses 120 watts 
(75 watts for the screen and 45 watts for the CPU) whether 
you are using it or not (Tufts Climate Initiative ECO-Rep Training 
Manual p 49).

One computer on 24 hours a day will cost $115-160 in 
electricity costs a year and dump 1,500 lbs of CO2 into the 
atmosphere.  A tree absorbs between 3-15 lbs of CO2 each 
year.  That means that 100-500 trees would be needed to 
offset the yearly emissions of one computer left on all the 
time (Tufts Climate Initiative ECO-Rep Training Manual p 49).  Turn 
off your monitor if not using for 15 minutes or more.

20.
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Ways to 
conserve 

energy!
  (continued)

Put your Computer to Sleep
Sleep mode reduces the computer’s energy use by 80%.  
Below are step-by-step directions for setting your computer to 
sleep.

 Windows XP
 select start-settings-control panel from start menu
 double-click the display icon in the control panel  
 window
 in the display properties window, click the screen  
 saver tab, then click Power in the ‘energy    
 saving  features of the monitor’ box under    
 power schemes, select home/office desk
 set turn off monitor for 15 min
 click OK

 Mac OS X
 go to system preferences under apple menu
 select energy saver
 set time for display sleep
 exit system preferences

Use Energy Efficient Appliances
Energy Star is a rating system created by the US EPA-it is 
a program that helps business and individuals protect the 
environment through superior energy efficiency (energystar.gov)

Vending Misers
Buy your soda and candy from the Vending Misers.  They 
are the vending machines that “wake up” as you walk past 
them.  They have motion sensors on them so if no one walks 
by for 15 minutes, the lights and refrigeration compressors are 
turned off to conserve energy.

21.
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Ways to 
conserve 

energy!
  (continued)

Put a Lid On It, Bake in Glass or Ceramic & Don’t Peak
Covered pans retain heat and help cook food more quickly.  
Glass and ceramic retain heat better than metal.  If a recipe 
calls for a metal pan, use glass and you can lower the 
temperature by 25 degrees!  Opening the oven door lowers 
the temperature by 25 degrees, instead use the oven light 
or set a timer to check on your food.  (Union of Concerned 
Scientists, Saving Energy In the Kitchen)

Washing Machines
Every residence on campus has new Energy Star washing 
machines that are front loading, which means they use the 
least amount of water and they extract more water from the 
clothes, which reduces drying time.

Much of the energy consumed by a washer is used to heat the 
water, so unless you need to get a stain out, use the cold or 
warm water settings.

Since the washing machines don’t have a means of adjusting 
their water levels according to how much laundry you are 
washing, wait until you have a full load to wash your clothes.

Dryers
There are no Energy Star dryers on the market yet, however 
there are ones with a moisture sensor that automatically 
shuts the machine off when clothes are dry.  The new dryers 
that were installed all over campus just last year do not have 
this moisture sensor.  Stop the dryer after 35 minutes; this is 
usually sufficient, even if you are drying towels and jeans.

22.
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Action Items:
Understanding your Energy Bill
Invite Brad Hochberg (bradh@) to your house to teach your 
residents how to read the energy meter and energy bill and 
they’ll each get a free thermometer for their room!

Test Appliances with the “Kill a Watt” Meter
Walk around your building one night and measure how many 
kilowatt hours (kWh) your peer’s appliances use using the 
“kill-a-watt” meter.  Whoever has the most energy efficient 
appliance gets a prize!

Energy Star Cheat Sheet
Make a list of energy star appliances such as microwaves, 
TV’s, printers, scanners, DVD player, phone, hair dryers and 
minifridges and tell where to buy them in the Pittsburgh area 
and how much they cost.

Light Bulb Exchange in New House
On Mon October 24th at 7pm we will be exchanging 
incandescent light bulbs with compact fluorescent light bulbs 
and giving out a slice of pizza to the first 50 students that 
come by New House TV Lounge.

23.
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Action Items:
  (continued)

Put Solar Panels on your House
Draw or Photoshop solar panels onto the roof of your house 
and propose it to the Housing Facilities Coordinator and 
Energy Coordinator (bradh@) on campus.

Drape your Windows
Make drapes out of heavy fabric to help keep the hot air in 
your room.

Make a Clothesline
Tie a string between two tree branches or buy a drying rack to 
use in the warmer weather outside.

Sleep Is Good
Advertise this campaign to your peers.  Go to www.cmu.
edu/greenpractices/green_initiatives/what_sleep.html and get 
a free smoothie for putting your computer asleep.

Cover Your Air Conditioner
Use big clear plastic bags to cover the back of your window/
wall air conditioner unit in the winter. 

24.
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Water:
Water Cycle

The water cycle has no starting point. But, we’ll begin in the 
oceans, since that is where most of Earth’s water exists.  The 
sun, which drives the water cycle, heats water in the oceans. 
Some of it evaporates as vapor into the air. Ice and snow can 
sublimate directly into water vapor. Rising air currents take 
the vapor up into the atmosphere, along with water from 
evapotranspiration, which is water transpired from plants 
and evaporated from the soil. The vapor rises into the air 
where cooler temperatures cause it to condense into clouds. 
Air currents move clouds around the globe, cloud particles 
collide, grow, and fall out of the sky as precipitation. Some 
precipitation falls as snow and can accumulate as ice caps 
and glaciers, which can store frozen water for thousands of 
years. Snowpacks in warmer climates often thaw and melt 
when spring arrives, and the melted water flows overland 
as snowmelts. Most precipitation falls back into the oceans 
or onto land, where, due to gravity, the precipitation flows 
over the ground as surface runoff. A portion of runoff enters 
rivers in valleys in the landscape, with streamflow moving 
water towards the oceans. Runoff, and ground-water seepage, 
accumulate and are stored as freshwater in lakes. Not all 
runoff flows into rivers, though. Much of it soaks into the 
ground as infiltration. Some water infiltrates deep into the 
ground and replenishes aquifers (saturated subsurface rock), 
which store huge amounts of freshwater for long periods of 
time. Some infiltration stays close to the land surface and 
can seep back into surface-water bodies (and the ocean) 
as ground-water discharge, and some ground water finds 
openings in the land surface and emerges as
freshwater springs.

25.
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Water Issues

Issues:
The global community faces concerns such as water 
shortages, lack of safe drinking water, water contamination 
and groundwater depletion.  

90% of Allegheny County uses the Monongahela, Allegheny, 
Ohio and Youghiogheny Rivers as a source of drinking water.  
(Three Rivers Wet Weather Demonstration Program, “Allegheny 
County Sewer Related Facts and Figures” Jan 2005)

Allegheny County Sanitary Authority (Alcosan, www.alcosan.
org 412-734-8353) provides wastewater treatment services to 
the City of Pittsburgh.  They charge $2.5/thousand gallons.

Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (PWSA, www.pgh2o.
com, 412.255.8935) provides us with our water.  

26.
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Water Issues
(continued)

Contamination
In the greater Pittsburgh area our environmental water 
concerns are water contamination from industry and sewage 
overflow.  “PA ranks the 1st in the nation in toxics discharged 
into rivers and streams and yet 90% of the state gets its 
drinking water from its rivers.” (Keep PA Growing 
Greener Brochure).

The City of Pittsburgh has a combined-overflow sewer system 
that collects stormwater and sewage in the same pipes for 
treatment.  When too much water is brought into the system 
the pipes overflow by design into streams and rivers along 
which the sewers run to prevent the treatment plants from 
being overwhelmed and sewer system backups into homes 
and commercial buildings.  This results in untreated sewage 
entering the stream and rivers, elevating levels of pathogenic 
bacteria.  (Environmental Indicators for Carnegie Mellon 
University, Baseline Assessment, 2004 p69)

During summer 2004, 125 days out of 139 possible 
recreation days (May 15-Oct 1) were not healthy to swim in 
the rivers because of sewage overflow.  (Sustainable Pittsburgh 
Indicators Report 2004, p29)

The most common inorganic compounds found in drinking 
water are chlorine, copper, fluoride and lead.  The 1996 Safe 
Water Drinking Act, says that water suppliers have to provide 
a yearly report to their customers.  Go to www.epa/giv/
safewater/dwinfo.htm to find your community’s report.

27.
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Water Issues
(continued)

Faucet water use in homes 
in standard and conserving 
homes

              

         (from DeOreo, et. al. 2001)

28.
Conservation
World Health Organization says good health and cleanliness 
require a total daily supply of about 8 gallons of water per 
person. (www.newdream.org)

Based on the fiscal year 2004, the following numbers 
represent gallons of water used by students living in these 
houses each day. (gallons/student/day)

West Wing  43.8
Doherty Apts 43.6
Mudge  45.15
New House  28.84

What We Have Already Done?

Conserving Water
Most of our toilets use 1.6 gallons/flush.  Toilet flushing is the top 
water user in the home. (www.h2ouse.org)

Almost all of our washing machines are front loading, which saves 
about 50-70% less water than top loading machines. (Tufts ECO-
Rep Training Manual p30)

Retaining Water
Hamerschlag Hall’s Green Roof aids in stormwater management 
by acting like a sponge and absorbing water during heavy rains to 
avoid combined sewage overflow.

Non-
conserving 
Home

Conserving 
Home

Typical 
Faucet 
Flow Rates 
(gal. per 
minute)

1.2 1.0

Avg. 
Faucet 
Gallons 
per Person 
Per Day

9.2 8.0

Avg. 
Minutes of 
Faucet Use 
per Person 
Per Day

8.4 8.9
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What More Can We Do?

While dishwashing in a sink, plug drain, soap up all plates and 
then run water until the sink is about half full and rinse soap off 
plates, then use drying rack.

With a dishwasher, do not pre-rinse and only run when full.

Use a vegetable brush to remove dirt instead of rinsing under a 
faucet.

Fill up a pitcher of tap water and store in your refrigerator, so as to 
not have the tap running each time you want a glass.

Install low-flow showerhead and faucet aerators.  Aerating mixes 
air into the water stream, which maintains steady pressure so the 
flow is even.  (eartheasy.com)

Plant natives that are not water-dependent for survival.  When 
watering plants, water the roots and not the leaves and do so in the 
early morning or late at night, so that the water does not evaporate.

If you see a leaky fixture, send in a maintenance request at http://
www.housing.cmu.edu/maint/MR.html.

Water Issues
(continued)

          
         (aerator)

29.
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Action Items:

30.
Toilet Leak Test
Drop some dye into the center of the toilet tank and wait about 8 
minutes.  If there is dye in the toilet bowl, your toilet has a leak.  
This can be easily fixed by replacing your flapper or flush valve.

Visit a Wastewater Treatment Plant
Alcosan’s sewage treatment plant is on the Northside and is open 
for tours Mon-Fri from 9-3pm.  Tours are approximately 1.5hrs.  
E-mail Nancy Barylak (nancy.barylak@alcosan.org) to set up an 
appointment.

Bag Your Toilet
Fill up your toilet tank bag with water and place in the tank of your 
toilet.  This device allows your tank to fill up with less water after 
each flush but it does not disturb the water pressure.  Call South 
Side’s Conservation Consultants Inc 412-431-4449 to get one for 
free.

Advertise the Facts
Hold a floor meeting or make posters to educate your peers about 
all the water saving aspects your house is already practicing!  (Use 
the facts in this chapter and the information you gathered from 
your inventory).
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Greywater Demonstration
Contact Architecture Professor, Christine Mondor (cmondor@
cmu.edu) about possibly giving a short talk explaining greywater 
catchment systems designed or built for the Pittsburgh area 
including the CIC building on the west end of campus and the 
future rainwater garden near the tennis courts.  (We can probably 
even order in food).

How Much Water Do We Use?
In the entrance of your house, demonstrate with plastic bottles 
(or something else that is tangible) how much water is used when 
taking a shower, flushing a toilet, running the dishwasher, washing 
your hands, watering your plants.

Host a Debate
Is bottled water healthier than Pittsburgh’s tap water?  Invite a water 
specialist from the City and have a public health professor from the 
Heinz School entertain this highly debated question over snacks 
in your house’s lounge.  Or read up on this controversy and team 
up with another Eco-Rep to debate in front of your housemates or 
even just your roommates. 
 (www.nrdc.gov/water/drinking/nbw.asp)

Test Your Tap Water
Invite Civil and Environmental Engineering Professor, Dave 
Dzombak (dzombak@) to test your house’s water fountain or sink 
water for chlorine, copper and fluoride.

Action Items:
(continued)

31.
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Consumption 

32.
Why Consume Less?

It’s common sense.  Why use more of Earth’s resources just because 
we can?  Yes, some of the products that humans consume can 
be recycled but before recycling we should be asking ourselves 
“Do I really need this?”  Consuming less does not mean living 
like a conservationist.  Instead, consumption is asking “how can 
I creatively reuse a product that I already used?” or “how can I 
support a low-energy, low-raw materials, low-water and zero-
toxicity, production process?”.

What have we already done?

Since 2003, Carnegie Mellon has made a commitment to 
construct and renovate according to LEED (Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design) standards, which will consume less 
energy and raw materials.  So far the facilities with this certification 
are New House, Henderson House, Posner Center and the 
Collaborative Innovation Center.

98% of all the copy paper used at Carnegie Mellon is made of 35% 
post-consumer content recycled paper. The paper is certified by 
Green Seal, an organization for environmentally 
preferable products.

For the past three years, 30-40% of the lightbulbs Carnegie Mellon 
purchases are compact fluoresecent lightbulbs (CFL). Everybody happy?

The number of Americans calling 
themselves “very happy” reached 
its highest point in 1957, and has 
remained fairly stable or declined 
ever since.  Even though we 
consume twice as much as we did 
in the 1950’s, people were just as 
happy as when they had less. 
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When purchasing...
Be mindful of the packaging materials being used.  Buy eggs in 
cardboard containers instead of styrofoam or plastic ones, because 
the cardboard can be recycled or better yet it is biodegradable.

Buy pump-spray containers because some aerosol containers are 
considered hazardous waste and can only be disposed of once 
a year.

Look for the EnergyStar (energystar.gov) certification sticker on 
products such as lightbulbs and appliances.  Look for the Green 
Seal (greenseal.org) certification sticker on chemicals.

Buy local food from these locations 
Farmer’s Market 
(Oakland)
Sennott St. 
between Meyran & Atwood
Fridays 3:30-7 PM

Buy used books from local stores
Jay’s Bookstall 
(Oakland)
3604 Fifth Ave
412-683-2644

Buy organic food at 
Whole Foods Market 
(East Liberty)
5880 Centre Ave 
412-441-3040

Ways to 
Consume 

Responsibly

33.

East End Food Co-op  
(Point Breeze)
7516 Meade Street
412-242-3598

Eljay’s Used Books 
(South Side)
1309 E Carson St
412-381-7444

Goodwill 
(South Side)
2600 East Carson St. 
412-481-9005
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Ways to 
Consume 

Responsibly
(continued)

34.
Try to only buy #1 or #2 plastics, so that they can be recycled.

Buy recycled products to sustain the economic incentive for  
recyclable materials to be collected, manufactured and marketed 
as new products.

Buy rechargeable batteries.

Buy in bulk so that less packaging is used.

Buy less meat.  A plant-based diet requires less land, energy, and 
other resources and can be just as nutritional.

Buy some utensils and Tupperware or washable plates and 
carry them around with you so that you do not use as many 
paper products.

Buy cloth towels instead of disposable napkins and paper towels.

Buy an insulated coffee mug and use it instead of paper or 
plastic cups.

Buy a water bottle instead of bottled water. 

Buy native plants and/or drought-tolerant plants to reduce the 
amount of water used to sustain them.  (Also, collect rainwater in 
buckets outside or on your roof, so that when the rain stops you 
can still water your plants without using any of the treated water).

Reuse a plastic bag or better yet, use a canvas bag.  You get a 5 
cent discount at most gorcery stores for every bag you use.  (ie for 
every bag the store does not have to give you)

Use real grass for Easter baskets, instead of plastic, fake grass.

Cold Tactics
The Energy Department says 
that each degree setting on a 
thermostat in a store below 
78 degrees increases energy 
consumption by 8 percent. 
(Metropolis, Jun 05, p. 88, by Paul 
Makovs, Do High-End Businesses 
Set Air conditioners Lower?) 
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Buy products that are manufactured or grown within 500 miles to 
cut down on transportation energy.

Compost your organic mater instead of throwing it out with the 
rest of your trash.  Organic matter that decomposes without air, 
in landfills with other trash produces methane gas, which is a 
greenhouse gas.

Do not buy notepads, instead make your own by clipping together 
sheets of scrap paper.

Do not buy notebooks, instead bring scrap paper to the University’s 
Printing and Publications, where they will cut your paper to any 
size and bind it for only $3.00.

Only buy the electronic devices you cannot duplicate.  If you have 
a cell phone, use it as your alarm clock or better yet if you have a 
computer use it as your alarm clock and your DVD player and your 
radio and your MP3/CD player.

Buy a flat panel LCD screen because it uses 1/3 less energy of a 
conventional monitor and it contains no lead.

Free Yourself From Junk Mail!
Remove your name from junk mail lists by filling out and 
submitting the form at www.newdream.org/junkmail/form.php.  
Call unwanted catalogs and ask to be taken off their mailing lists.  
To eliminate all those unsolicited ‘pre-approved’ credit card offers, 
call toll-free 888.5OPT OUT (888.567.8688), select ‘remove name 
permanently,’ and leave the required information. You will later 
receive a confirmation letter, which you’ll need to return to the 
sender.

Stop paper cell phone bills and credit card bills, because you can 
access them online.

Ways to 
Consume 

Responsibly
(continued)

35.

Another catalog?
Catalogs and other direct mailings 
account for 5.2 million tons of 
waste each year and are recycled 
at a rate of 19%, leaving over 4 
million tons to clog landfills. That’s 
340,000 garbage trucks filled to 
the brim with nothing but 
bulk mail! 
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Ways to 
Consume 

Responsibly
(continued)

36.
Don’t buy cleaning products, make your own!

White vinegar can be used to clean porcelain, countertops, and 
tile.  Add a little water to the vinegar and you have a great agent to 
clean windows and glass.  

Baking soda mixed with water can be used to clean sinks and 
bathtubs.  Straight baking soda can also be sprinkled over carpets 
as a deodorizer.  

Salt can be used for deodorizing drains or garbage disposals.  It can 
also be used as an abrasive for cleaning pots and pans.  

Cornstarch is also another deodorizer for carpets.  Just add water 
and you’ve got yourself some laundry starch.  

Lemon juice can be used as a bleach for laundry and
kitchen surfaces.  

Olive Oil can be mixed with vinegar to make a furniture polish.
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How Much Does That Weigh?
Weigh your personal and floor garbage cans, subtract the weight of 
the container and then make a cool graph to visualize the results 
on the website as well as in your house.

Eco-Purchasing Guide
Make a student dorm eco-purchasing guide that can be handed 
out during orientation.  Research and compile a list of where to 
buy non-bleached toilet paper, petroleum-free, phosphate-free 
and chlorine-free dish soap and laundry detergent and any other 
products a college student might use.

Where Is Your Stuff Made From?
Look up 5 items you own on http://worldwatch.org/pubs/goodstuff 
and see how many of them are actually made and sold in the 
Northeast region of the US.

Fun With Paper- 
8pm Wed Nov 30 Mudge TV Lounge
Discover ways to reuse paper one more time before discarding it.

Make-Your-Own Wrapping Paper- 
4pm Sun Dec 4 NH Reading Rm
Be creative and make your own wrapping paper out of 
recycled materials.

Alternative Mail- 
9:30pm Wed Dec 7 Doherty D-Tower Lounge
Send letters or gifts to friends using alternative packages made of 
recyclable materials such as bottles.

Show Mr. Clean Who is Boss!
Make homemade cleaning solutions using typical household 
products such as baking soda, vinegar, water and lemon juice.

Action Items

37.
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Action Items
(continued)

38.
Advertise the Facts
Put up signs in your house showing how members are already 
practicing sustainable consuming actions as a means of 
encouragement and motivation!

Educate Your Peers!
Get your floor together and have a dialogue about consumption 
and why it is an environmental issue that they should be concerned 
about.  Have everyone take the ecological footprint quiz at www.
myfootprint.org to see how many Earth’s it would take to sustain 
their lifestyle.

Reuse-A-Shoe Drive
Make one last effort to collect athletic shoes for the Nike sponsored 
program in which worn out athletic shoes are recycled into playing 
fields for communities worldwide. (www.nike.com/nikebiz/nikebiz.
jhtml?page=27&cat=reuseashoe)

Blue Jeans Life Cycle Analysis Presentation
Invite Isabella Cederquist (icederqu@) to speak to your house and 
have each peer bring an old pair of jeans that you will collect to 
send to Artemis, an environmental building materials supplier in 
Pittsburgh, which will then give them to the appropriate building 
insulation manufacturer.

By Eco-Rep
Nelson Cheung

Fall 2005
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 Climate 
Change

39.
Climate Change is the result of global warming and 
the increase on greenhouse gases.

Global warming is the average temperature increase of the planet.

Greenhouse effect is a natural phenomenon that keeps earth at 
just the right temperature for life to flourish.  Sun’s energy warms 
earth’s surface and atmosphere and the energy is radiated back 
as heat, which is trapped in the atmosphere with methane (CH4) 
and carbon dioxide (CO2) to make an insulating layer.  (Without 
greenhouses gases we would die because the Earth would be too 
cold, but with too many of them we will die because the Earth will 
be too warm.)

Humans are responsible for the following:

Not recycling paper, which in turn means the loss of forests and 
forest soils, which store immense quantities of carbon, reducing 
the ability of our planet’s ecosystems to store the carbon we are so 
busy releasing.

Sending garbage to the landfill, where it decomposes without air 
causing the release of methane.

Growing rice and raising cattle, which increases atmospheric 
methane.

…and yet the debate is still about whether or not the increase in 
greenhouse gases has been caused by humans.
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The precautionary principle says that the lack of full scientific 
certainty should not be used as an excuse to postpone action when 
there is a threat of serious or irreversible damage.

Burning nitrogen oxides (N2O) and sulfur oxides produce acid rain, 
which destroys crops, and deteriorates buildings.

Nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons cause smog, which reduces 
crop yields and can also irritate our lungs.

Carbon dioxide emissions increase the overall temperature of the 
earth, which will make sea-levels rise, extreme weather events and 
an increased frequency of droughts in inland agricultural zones.

Climate 
Change
(continued)

40.

Over the past 10,000 years, 
the earth’s average temperature 
has not varied more than 1.8F.  
During the last Ice Age, in which 
the Northeast was covered 
by a kilometer of ice, average 
temperatures were only 5-9 F 
cooler than those today.
(Tufts Climate Initiative ECO-Rep 
Training Manual p 52).
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 Action
Items

41.
We release carbon, which is mixed with O2 in the air and forms 
CO2.  Methane is 20x more efficient at trapping heat than CO2, 
but CO2 stays 100x longer in the atmosphere than methane, 
therefore CO2 is the biggest threat.

Kyoto Protocol (1997) asks the US to reduce their greenhouse 
emissions by 7% lower than their 1990 levels, however it has still 
not signed.

Greenhouse gas emissions for the university are approximately 
25,000 pounds per student per year (green practices.org).

Be Carbon Neutral
Explain via posters and e-mail how carbon is related global climate 
change and take a survey of what residents think they can do to 
limit their use of carbon.

Terrapass
Have five our your housemates go to terrapass.com and plug in 
their car’s make and model and how many miles they drive yearly 
and figure out how much money they have to pay to offset the 
carbon dioxide emissions and make a chart of your findings.

The Day After Tomorrow
Watch Roland Emmerich’s The Day After Tomorrow at Global 
Studies at 8:30pm on Thursday February 2nd.  Pause the movie half 
way through and have a discussion on if the depiction was accurate 
while eating popcorn.

Conservation Consultants Inc
Invite a Conservation Consultant Inc employee to walk you through 
an official energy audit of your house and invite some peers along.  
Take note of the recommendations and then write up a short report 
for the Director of Housing and Dining.
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Action
Items

(continued)

42.
Balloon Display
Cut out paper balloons in proportional sizes to show how much 
carbon dioxide, methane and nitrogen levels are in the atmosphere 
as of 2005.

Kyoto Protocol Forum
Get your housemates together to discuss the Kyoto Protocol 
agreement and brainstorm why those that have not signed the 
treaty, such as the United States, are holding out.

Windmill Fun
Advertise that Carnegie Mellon purchases 11% of their energy from 
local wind farms by placing windmills in your front lawn with an 
educational sign or e-mail to your house.

Temperature Control
Make a big poster to show the high’s and low’s of this week’s daily 
temperatures compared to this week 10 years ago.

Thermometer Control
Survey your housemates to see what temperature their radiators are 
set to and make a poster or send out an e-mail with the highest and 
lowest.  If they have their thermometer set to any higher than 72∞F 
degrees teach them some exercises and make sure they are wearing 
warm clothes.

C02 Monitoring
Invite Dave Nagy (dnagy@) to teach you how read the C02 meters 
in New House.

By Diane Loviglio 
Spring 2006
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The 
Processed 

Food 
Phenomenon

10 Top Reasons to Go Organic 
by Ysanne Spevack

1. Organic produce is not covered in 
a cocktail of poisonous chemicals. The 

average conventionally-grown apple has 
20-30 artificial poisons on its skin, even 

after rinsing. Trust your instincts, and 
go organic!

2. Fresh organic produce contains on 
average 50% more vitamins, minerals, 

enzymes and other micro-nutrients than 
intensively farmed produce. Science says 

that it’s good for you.

43.
Genetically modified foods are everywhere! Fruits, vegetables, 
dairy products, soups, and meats are chemically altered through 
technological advancements. If many genetically modified foods do 
not look, smell, or tasted different, then how can we tell that they 
have been tampered with?

Genetically modified foods have DNA taken out of one species and 
put into another. Through this method scientists and farmers can 
create unique blends of foods and take desired traits from other 
foods. An example of genetically modified genes can be seen in 
pigs. Pigs are genetically modified with human genes to make them 
grow faster.

The safest way to avoid genetically modified foods is to eat organic 
foods or locally grown produce. Organic food does not contain 
hormones, antibiotics, pesticides, or contaminants. 
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Eating 
Healthier 

101

3. Going organic is the only 
practical way to avoid eating 
genetically modified (GM) food. 
And by buying organic food, 
you are registering your mistrust 
of GMO’s and doing your bit to 
protest against them.

4. If you eat dairy or meat 
products, going organic has never 
been more essential to safeguard 
you and your family’s health. 
Intensively-reared dairy cows and 
farm animals are fed a dangerous 
cocktail of anti-biotics, growth 
promoting drugs, anti-parasite 
drugs and many other medicines 
on a daily basis, whether they 
have an illness or not. These 
drugs are passed directly onto the 
consumers of their dairy produce 
or meat., which must be a 
contributing factor to meat-related 
diseases like coronaries and high 
blood pressure.

44    
The organic food movement is growing rapidly in this country. 
Eating organic foods is a great way to stay healthy and promote 
sustainable farming practices that do not deplete or over use 
the soil. 

In 1990 the Organic Foods Production Act created a legal process 
to regulate natural and organic foods. In 1995 the National 
Organic Standards Board created the following definition for 
“certified organic” products:

“Organic” is a labeling term that denotes products produced under 
the authority of the Organic Foods Production Act. The principal 
guidelines for organic production are to use materials and practices 
that enhance the ecological balance of natural systems and that 
integrate the parts of the farming system into an ecological whole.
Organic agriculture practices cannot ensure that products are 
completely free of residues; however, methods are used to 
minimize pollution from air, soil and water. Organic food handlers, 
processors and retailers adhere to standards that maintain the 
integrity of organic agricultural products. The primary goal of 
organic agriculture is to optimize the health and productivity of 
interdependent communities of soil life, plants, animals 
and people.”

Organic food tends to be more labor intensive; therefore in the 
supermarkets organic food is usually priced higher. Organic 
products are safer than non-organic because there have been no 
pesticides or chemicals put on them. Be sure to look for the USDA’s 
organic seal when purchasing organic products, the seal assures 
that at least 95% of the product is organic. 

The number of US farms have declined by over 1.25 million since 
the 1960s. Eating local organic food is a great way to support 
your local economy, improve environmental health, and also 
preserves farmland. By supporting locally grown food the amount 
of pollution caused by transporting food. 
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Raw
Foods

5. About 99% of non-organic farm 
animals in the UK are now fed GM soya. 

And there has never been a reported 
case of BSE in organic cattle in the UK. 

Common sense says that organic is 
safe food.

6. Organic produce simply tastes so 
much better. Fruit and vegetables full of 
juice and flavour, and so many different 

varieties to try! There are about 100 
different kinds of organic potatoes in 

production in the UK, and that’s
 just potatoes!

45.
Eating raw food is an easy way to begin eating organic. Proponents 
of the raw food lifestyle do not cook their food in ovens or 
microwaves. Some “raw foodists” will use dehydrators, blenders, 
and choppers to make raw drinks, sauces, cereals, and baked 
goods. “Raw foodists” believe that cooking food takes away the 
natural enzymes, vitamins, and minerals that the human body 
needs to perform in its optimal function. 

Everyday try mixing in the following super foods into your diet:
-Apples
-Avocados
-Blueberries
-Soy
-Nuts
-Spinach, Broccoli
-Sweet Potatoes
-Fish Oil, Flax Seed

Check out the following websites that promote eating fresh
natural foods!

Store Wars- http://www.storewars.org/flash/index.html
Don’t Panic Eat Organic- http://www.rain.org/~sals/my.html
The Meatrix- http://www.themeatrix.com
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Organic 
Controversies

Places to Shop

7. Organic farms support and 
nurture our beautiful and diverse 
wildlife. Over the last thirty years, 
intensive farming in the UK has 
led to dramatic erosion of the soil, 
a fall of up to 70% of wild birds 
in some areas, the destruction of 
ancient hedgerows, and the near 
extinction of some of the most 
beautiful species of butterflies, 
frogs, grass-snakes and 
wild mammals.

46    
Although buying organic food does help the environment, some 
may argue if the taste, quality, and safety of organic products 
are really worth the price? If you do decide to buy organic make 
sure that you know where your organic food is coming from. For 
example if you buy organic blueberries that were flown in from 
Mexico, over non-organic blueberries trucked in from New Jersey, 
the amount of air pollution caused by transporting the Mexican 
blueberries, is more than likely to be at a greater environmental 
cost than eating the New Jersey berries.

Squirrel Hill Giant Eagle
1901 Murray Avenue

Farmer’s Market
Oakland, Sennott St., 

East End Food Cooperative (Point Breeze)
7516 Meade Street

Whole Foods Market
5880 Centre Avenue

Shadyside Giant Eagle
5550 Centre Avenue
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Creative Options 
at Carnegie 

Mellon

8. Organic food is not really 
more expensive than intensively 

farmed foods, as we pay for 
conventional foods through our 

taxes. We spend billion of pounds 
every year cleaning up the mess 
that agro-chemicals make to our 

natural water supply. And the BSE 
crisis cost us 4 billion pounds. Go 

organic for a genuine more cost-
effective future.

47.
Carnegie Mellon Dining Services supports many locally grown 
items which in turn supports local economy, provides a fresher 
product, and helps reduce transportation and air pollution. Locally 
grown produce is marketed under our Farm Source program. A few 
of the local product companies are:

 Turner Dairy-Penn Hills
 Paragon Produce
 US Foodservice – Meats-Greensburg
 Breadworks-breads-Northside
 Reinhold Ice Cream
 Nordic Fisheries 

There are many delicious health food options. Si Senor, Grab and 
Go, Asiana, Andy’s, and Skibo serve fresh vegetables, fruit, and tofu 
options. Pittsburgh is also home to many fresh food options such as 
Quiet Storm, The Zenith, and Srees Food.

Shatz Dining Room uses china to reduce paper waste and 
then Dining purchases recycled paper napkins that are used in 
Marketplace. There are no Styrofoam products used at any of 
Carnegie Mellon’s dining locations. Carnegie Mellon also enforces 
strict controls over leftovers from events, a majority of which are 
donated to local food banks.

Composting is a major initiative that Carnegie Mellon has 
been involved in. A couple of back yard composters are set up 
alongside the residential buildings of the Neville Co-Op, Doherty 
Apartments, and Tech House. Carnegie Mellon is going to be a part 
of a regional effort to start food composting. There is a food audit 
survey scheduled for March 14th and a food waste audit for the 
week of April 3-7.   Students are still needed to help with the food 
audit. If you are interested contact Barb at bk11@andrew.cmu.edu.
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Fair Trade

9. Intensive farming can seriously 
damage farm workers’ health. 
There are much higher instances 
of cancer, respiratory problems 
and other major diseases in 
farm workers from non-organic 
farms. This is particularly true 
in developing countries, and 
for agrochemical farms growing 
cotton. So go organic if you care 
about other people.

10. And if you simply like the idea 
of your children and grandchildren 
being able to visit the countryside 
and play in the forests and fields 
just like we did when we were 
young, go organic for the sake of 
all of our futures.

48   
The United States is the largest consumer of coffee, consuming 
one-fifth of the world’s coffee. Unfortunately many of the farm 
workers that are used to produce the coffee must work in 
“sweatshop” like conditions. The price that farmers receive for their 
coffee is often lower than the cost of production. These unfortunate 
conditions lead many farmers into a life of poverty and debt.
Fair Trade ensures that the coffee purchased and drink was created 
under fair conditions. Before an importer can become Fair Trade 
certified they must pay a minimum of $1.26 a pound, provide 
credit to farmers, and provide technical assistance (exp. Changing 
to organic farming) 

Fair trade coffee is sold in the Zebra Lounge, Entropy, and Wean 
Hall. In Wean Hall, La Prima uses coffee from a coffee coop in 
Nicaragua. The coffee is brought to the USA by a Pittsburgh Non-
Profit organization called Building New Hope.   

Below is a link to an article about them. 
http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/04025/265046.stm

La Prima sells 1lb bags of coffee in Wean Hall to brew at home. 
The coffee can also be purchased at Whole Foods.
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Action 
Items

49.
Fruit LCA
Do a 5 question Life Cycle Analysis of the production and 
consumption of a fruit of your choice.  Research all the energy, 
waste and nutritional value of the fruit.

St Patrick’s Day
Be creative and somehow connect this holiday with a food related 
action item.

Photo Contest
Have five our your housemates go to terrapass.com and plug in 
Ask all your peers to submit photos under such food categories as 
preparation, abundance or make up your own.  Tell them that their 
photos will be advertised on our website and maybe even blown 
up and hung in their house.

Poster Your House
Hang up a food poster and make your own poster educating a fact 
from the manual using our new Eco-Reps poster template.

Good Fish
Make a list/poster of fish that are mercury free and not overcatched 
using the following websites to help you.  
www.montereybayaquirium.org 
www.epa.gov/ost/fish
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Action 
Items

(continued)

50    
Value Meals
Invite the campus nutritionalist to speak about healthiest eating 
places on campus or the most nutritional meal, most organic meal, 
most vegetarian meal and most local meal.

Whole Foods
Coordinate a field trip to Whole Foods and or the East End Food 
Co-op via public transportation or use a friend’s car on the 
weekend.  Do a price comparison of your groceries to Giant Eagle’s 
while your there.

Go Veggie for a Week
Challenge your housemates to not eat meat this week by 
distributing vegetarian recipes and highlighting vegetarian dining 
options on campus. Record what you ate.

By Eco-Rep
Abiola Fasehun

Spring 2006
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Why Build 
Green?

51.
The USGBC (United States Green Building Council) provides the 
following evidence for building Green:

The built environment has a profound impact on our natural 
environment, economy, health and productivity.

In the United States, buildings account for:
    * 36% of total energy use/65% of electricity consumption
    * 30% of greenhouse gas emissions
    * 30% of raw materials use
    * 30% of waste output/136 million tons annually
    * 12% of potable water consumption 

Environmental benefits:
    * Enhance and protect ecosystems and biodiversity
    * Improve air and water quality
    * Reduce solid waste
    * Conserve natural resources 

Economic benefits:
    * Reduce operating costs
    * Enhance asset value and profits
    * Improve employee productivity and satisfaction
    * Optimize life-cycle economic performance 

Health and community benefits:
    * Improve air, thermal and acoustic environments
    * Enhance occupant comfort and health
    * Minimize strain on local infrastructure
    * Contribute to overall quality of life

www.usgbc.org/
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LEED

52.   
LEED: 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. LEED is the 
Identified standard for green buildings in the US. There are different 
LEED standards for different types of buildings including those for 
homes, renovations, and interiors. Buildings can be LEED certified 
in varying degrees: Certified, Silver, Gold, and Platinum. 

The triple bottom line:
 

 
 

The triple bottom line is an effort to formalize the consideration of 
social and environmental factors in economic accountability. Those 
who argue for the triple bottom line believe that the world has a 
limited amount of resources that must be conserved. They feel that 
these considerations must not be a personal decision, but should 
be instituted on a governmental level. 
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Green Buildings 
in Pittsburgh

53.
Pittsburgh Glass Center
www.pttsburghglasscenter.org
5472 Penn Avenue
Friendship

The David Lawrence Convention Center
LEED GOLD
Downtown
 
PNC Firstside
LEED Silver
Downtown

The Children’s Museum (show logo)
The newly renovated interior is in the process of achieving LEED 
certification. Many cool green materials and practices are on 
display including 3form eco-resin, Paralam, and polycarbonate. 
www.pittsburghkids.org
Allegheny Square (take the 500 downtown and across the bridge)
North Shore

Green Building Alliance (show logo)
www.gbapgh.org
64 south 14th street
South Side

Construction Junction  (show logo)
A Non-profit Home Improvement/Hardware store that specializes 
in reselling used and surplus building materials.
412-243-5025
www.constructionjunction.org
N. Lexington and Meade
Point Breeze
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Green Buildings 
at Carnegie 

Mellon

   
    

54.   
As of 2000, Carnegie Mellon’s objective with new construction on 
campus is to meet LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) certification with the target of Silver rating. This green 
building rating system is a voluntary, consensus-based national 
standard for developing high-performance, sustainable buildings. 
The new dorm, New House, is the first building on campus to meet 
the requirements of certification, receiving a silver rating. Also, the 
completely renovated Henderson House (Silver), Posner Gallery 
(Certified), and the Collaborative Innovation Center (Privately 
owned, certification pending), are LEED certified. 
In addition, a project initiated by Sustainable Students is to retrofit 
some academic buildings with “green” roofs. A green roof reduces 
cooling and heating energy consumption, protects the roof’s 
structural elements from UV rays, extends the life of the roof, and 
lowers storm water waste streams. Locations on Carnegie Mellon’s 
campus include:

    * The new Posner Center and Gallery
    * Hamerschlag Hall
    * Doherty Hall

www.greenpractices.org/
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Upcoming 
Conferences

Bigger isn’t Always Better
“Small house built to only moderate 
energy performance standards uses 
substantially less energy for heating 
and cooling than a large house built 
to very high energy-performance 
standards.”
(p277 Journal of Industrial Ecology  
Vol 9 No 1-2 Small is Beautiful: U.S. 
House Size, Resource Use and the 
Environment)

55.
Greenroof: 
4th annual international greening rooftops for sustainable 
communities conference, awards and trade show. The foci of the 
conference: 1. Policies and Programs to support green roofs. 2. 
Green roof design and implementation. 3. Research and technical 
papers on Green Roof technology. 
May 11-12, 2006.
Hynes Convention Center, Boston Sheraton Hotel. 
www.greenroofs.org/boston/index.php

Greenprints: 
Described as the Southeast region’s forum on sustainable 
communities. Explore better ways to link planning, architecture, 
construction and the use of natural resources. 
March 23-24, 2006. 
Georgia Tech hotel and Conference center, Atlanta.  
www.southfacde.org

National Solar Conference: 
Foci: Research Updates, Case Studies, Hands-on Workshops, 
Networking Opportunities, Products and Services. 
July 8-13 2006,
Denver.
www.solar2006.org

EnvironDesign10:  
The future of sustainable design will not be driven by a set of 
standards but by forward thinkers. 
Come become part of the think tank. 
April 25-27, 2006.
National Trade Centre. Toronto, Canada. 
www.environdesign.com.
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Action Items:

56.   
Blue Vinyl
Watch the first half of Blue Vinyl in your dorm and host a 
discussion afterwards with popcorn!

House Quiz
Make a short quiz of the green features of your house and pass it 
along via e-mail or in person to at least 5 residents of your house.  
Share the results on our blog.

Educate Yourself!
Put up signs in your room explaining the green features of your 
room or the potential green features if you are not sure if the paint 
has VOC’s in it or if your carpet is recycled or if your appliances are 
labeled with the energy star.  Make a PowerPoint of these features.

Understanding LEED
Invite architecture professor Azizan Aziz (azizan@cmu.edu) to 
come talk about the LEED green building rating system in your 
house.

Solar Decathlon Tour
Take a tour of the Solar Decathlon house in the Donner Ditch.  (It 
should be reassembled in time for Earth Day 2006.)  Contact Deb 
Lange (dlange@) to set up a tour.

New House and Henderson House Tours
Take a tour of the two LEED certified houses on campus.  The New 
House Eco-reps will be organizing a special tour of New House.

Pittsburgh Glass Center Tour
Organize a tour of the Pittsburgh Glass Center on Penn Avenue for 
the Eco-Reps or for your house.

By Eco-Rep
Craig Rosman

Spring 2006
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Tranpsortation 
Effects on...

 

57.
Transportation is a major contributor to air pollution, with motor 
vehicles accounting for a large share of nearly all the major 
pollutants found in the atmosphere. The amount of CO2 emissions 
alone resulting from the transportation sector has risen steadily 
over the last few decades despite the fact that cars emit 95% less 
pollutants than they did 30 years ago. The transportation sector 
currently contributes about 31.89% of carbon dioxide emissions. 
Curiously, buses only account for 1.38% of the carbon dioxide 
emissions from passenger vehicles.

Traditionally, water quality concerns have focused mainly on 
bacterial pollution, oxygen depletion, sediment and toxic run-
off from industry. Though the transportation sector’s direct role 
in water pollution does not seem to be well defined by the EPA, 
its contribution through the increase of greenhouse gases is a bit 
more apparent. Sulfur Dioxide and Nitrogen Oxide emissions from 
combustion of fossil fuels combine with water droplets in the air 
to form acid rain. Acid rain changes the chemical balance of rivers 
and streams, adversely affecting aquatic life. Virtually no fish can 
survive in acidic waters with a pH below 4.5.

Land use and transportation systems are inextricably linked 
together. Historically, transportation facilities have often been 
constructed without any consideration for adverse environmental 
impacts.

The impervious nature of transportation facilities such as roads and 
parking lots can cause serious environmental problems. Studies 
indicate that in watersheds such as the Pittsburgh region, as little 
as 10% impervious cover can alter the volume, pattern and timing 
of hydrological flows. Changes in water flow can increase the 
likelihood of flash flooding and land slides. In urban areas such as 
Pittsburgh, impervious surfaces also cause urban contaminants to 
flow directly into the rivers.
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What’s in car 
exhaust?  

58.   
Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbon emissions result when fuel molecules in the engine 
do not burn or burn only partially. Hydrocarbons react in the 
presence of nitrogen oxides and sunlight to form ground-level 
ozone, a major component of smog. Ozone irritates the eyes, 
damages the lungs, and aggravates respiratory problems. It is our 
most widespread and intractable urban air pollution problem. A 
number of exhaust hydrocarbons are also toxic, with the potential 
to cause cancer.

Nitrogen Oxides (NOX)
Under the high pressure and temperature conditions in an engine, 
nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the air react to form various 
nitrogen oxides, collectively known as NOX. Nitrogen oxides, like 
hydrocarbons, are precursors to the formation of ozone. They also 
contribute to the formation of acid rain.

Carbon Monoxide
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a product of incomplete combustion and 
occurs when carbon in the fuel is partially oxidized rather than 
fully oxidized to carbon dioxide (CO ). Carbon monoxide reduces 
the flow of oxygen in the bloodstream and is particularly dangerous 
to persons with heart disease. human health, but it is a “greenhouse 
gas” that traps the earth’s heat and contributes to the potential for 
global warming.
 
Carbon Dioxide
In recent years, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
started to view carbon dioxide, a product of “perfect” combustion, 
as a pollution concern. Carbon dioxide does not directly impair 
human health, but it is a “greenhouse gas” that traps the earth’s 
heat and contributes to the potential for global warming.
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Choice of Fuel

59.
Usage of the different fuels is often dependent on the function of 
the engine. High performance engines that require a lot of power 
are likely to use petrol, whereas vehicles used for hauling loads 
over long distances are likely to use diesel engines due to their high 
torque at highway speeds.

Petroleum Engines:
Though conversion is not a task for an average user, natural gas 
and hydrogen engines are very similar to gasoline engines and run 
on the same principle of ignition by electric spark. The advantage 
of using natural gas and hydrogen is that these gases burn a lot 
cleaner than petroleum. Ideally, complete combustion of Hydrogen 
gas gives off only water vapor. Unfortunately much of the 
commercially available hydrogen is still produced from fossil fuels.

Diesel Engines:
Diesel engines can readily be used with Biodiesel, a carbon-neutral 
alternative to fossil fuel based diesel. Biodiesel, which is made by 
processing vegetable oil and fats, is non-toxic and biodegradable.
Due to its high flash point (160°C), biodiesel is  considered non-
flammable by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 
This property makes it relatively safe to produce in your own home.

Gas-Electric Hybrids:
Gas-electric hybrids use gasoline or diesel to power an internal 
combustion engine as well as electric batteries to power electric 
motors. These vehicles use kinetic energy to produce electricity 
through regenerative braking and store it in the batteries. 
Regenerative braking works by using the motors as generators to 
convert the energy from the motion of the car into electrical energy. 
This process effectively reduces the speed of the vehicle while 
storing the excess energy in the batteries.

Diesel vs Petroleum 
Diesel engines tend to run 
slower (fewer rotations 
per minute) and cooler 
than petrol engines and 
are thus more fuel efficient 
and last longer than petrol 
engines. Despite the fact 
that the diesel engine itself 
is much heavier than a 
gasoline engine, a small 
diesel powered sedan can 
get up to 49 miles per gallon 
whereas a comparable 
gasoline powered car would 
get about 36 miles 
per gallon.
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Environmental 
Benefits of 

Biodiesel  

60.   
Biodiesel reduces emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) by 
approximately 50 % and carbon dioxide by 78 % on a net life-cycle 
basis because the carbon in biodiesel emissions is recycled from 
carbon that was already in the atmosphere, rather than being new 
carbon from petroleum that was sequestered in the earth’s crust. 
(Sheehan, 1998) 

Biodiesel contains fewer aromatic hydrocarbons: benzofluoranthene: 
56 % reduction; Benzopyrenes: 71 % reduction. 

It also eliminates sulfur emissions (SO2), because biodiesel does not 
contain sulfur. 

Biodiesel reduces by as much as 65 % the emission of particulates, 
small particles of solid combustion products. This reduces cancer 
risks by up to 94 % according to testing sponsored by the Department 
of Energy. 

Biodiesel does produce more NOX emissions than petrodiesel, 
but these emissions can be reduced through the use of catalytic 
converters. The increase in NOX emissions may also be due to 
the higher cetane rating of biodiesel. Properly designed and tuned 
engines may eliminate this increase. 

Biodiesel has higher cetane rating than petrodiesel, and therefore 
ignites more rapidly when injected into the engine. It also has the 
highest BTU content of any alternative fuel in its pure form (B100). 

Biodiesel is biodegradable and non-toxic .Tests sponsored by the 
United States Department of Agriculture confirm biodiesel is less 
toxic than table salt and biodegrades as quickly as sugar. 

In the United States, biodiesel is the only alternative fuel to have 
successfully completed the Health Effects Testing requirements (Tier I 
and Tier II) of the Clean Air Act (1990). 

Lat Update: Spring 2006
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Other 
Alternatives

& CMU Fuel Use

61.
Another alternative to petrodiesel for diesel engines is the use 
of straight vegetable oil (SVO). Though use of SVO requires 
modification of the vehicle’s fuel system, the ability to recycle free 
used vegetable oil makes it well worth it.

Straight vegetable oil has many of the same advantages of 
biodiesel, though the particulate emissions are slightly higher.
For detailed information on using straight vegetable oil as a diesel 
alternative, see http://journeytoforever.org/biodiesel_svo.html

Fuel use at CMU:
Carnegie Mellon has 73 over-the-road vehicles and 19 off-road 
vehicles. Four of the off road vehicles are electric powered as 
of 2006. The vehicles consume a total of approximately 46,000 
gallons of fuel annually.

If alternative fuels were readily available, the university fleet 
could be configured within a short period of time to consume the 
following mix of fuels:

l E-85 - 23,000 gallons annually
l Biodiesel - 16,000 gallons annually
l Gasoline - 7,000 gallons annually

Unfortunately, as of April 2006, these alternative fuels and 
infrastructure for distribution are not readily available for 
consumers in the Pittsburgh region.
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Alternatives  to 
Driving

62.   
Biking!!
Aside from being the cheapest, biking is among the most pleasant, 
efficient and environmentally friendly ways to get around sparse 
cities. Pittsburgh is continuing to become a biker-friendly city 
through the cooperation of the city council and non-profit 
organizations such as Bike Pittsburgh.

The bicycle co-op Free Ride, is an organization through which 
you can get free bicycle repair training and even earn a bike in 
exchange for a few hours of work. Free Ride’s Earn-a-bike program 
is a fun, FREE and easy way to get a high quality used bike. For 
more information on Free Ride, visit www.freeridepgh.org.

Take the bus
Taking a bus is another cost effective and environmentally friendly 
way to get around. As a student, the Allegheny Port Authority 
charges a $35 flat fee for bus rides for the entire semester. Whether 
or not you ride the bus, this fee is charged to your student account. 
Our campus is conveniently located along several major bus 
routes, thus making this an easily accessible form of transport.

Car-pooling
Carpooling is another way to reduce the cost of transportation. 
The increase in fuel consumption by a car due to an additional 
passenger is negligible, thus the cost per person of operating the 
car is significantly less when the car is full to capacity. Misc-market 
provides a convenient forum through which you can find a ride.
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Action Items

63.
Pedo-odometer
Track how many miles you walk this week vs how many you drive. 
Compare this to what you do at home. Is there a difference? Why?

Green Bikes
Start a green bikes program just for your house. You could work the 
Earn-A-Bike program of Free Ride to acquire several bicycles, paint 
them a nice, easily identifiable green, and leave them on the bike 
racks outside your building for anyone to use. Once people are 
done with them, they just need to return them to the bike racks for 
someone else to use.

Ride in critical mass
Pittsburgh critical mass meets at 5:30 at the Carnegie Museum 
dinosaur the last Friday of every month to take to the street in a 
mass of bicycle riders. The aim is to remind people that bikes are 
an efficient means of transport and that bikers deserve a place on 
the roads.

Public Transit Survey
Survey how many people used public transit this week and keep 
track of numbers, ask again the next week-why were numbers so 
high or low?

Discuss on the bus
Take a ride on the bus with your peers and casually discuss 
transportation issues

Volunteer
Introduce people to the concept of volunteerism. Encourage people 
who are here over the summer to sign up to volunteer with Car-
Free Pittsburgh (www.carfreepittsburgh.org)
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Action Items
(continued)

By Eco-Rep
Jesse Mwaura 

04.13.06

64.   
Tire Pressure Check
Go around and check peoples tire pressure, by asking them first 
of course. For those whose pressure is not as indicated on the 
tire, leave a note indicating what the pressure was and some 
information on the relationship between tire pressure and fuel 
economy. According to the EPA, your gas mileage drops by 1% for 
every 2 psi  under your recommended tire pressure.  To borrow tire 
gauges contact Deb Lange at dlange@cmu.edu
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